
Demand Management 

Success of Active Road demand Management also known as   

‘Spitsmijden’ in the Netherlands 



•  Smart mobility 
–  Demand Management 

–  Routing, Navigation & Co-operative systems 

–  Car sharing  

•  But also 
–  Smart bus stations & passenger  

information systems (public transport) 

–  Section speed control & enforcement 

–  Road sensoring & traffic data 

–  Parking 

–  Traffic management 

–  Planning & Logistics 

–  Marine 

About us 



•  Active in this business since 2006 

•  In 2008 the Dutch Road Pricing legislation was killed 
by Parliament we went from ‘pricing’ to ‘rewarding’ 

•  Incentivised demand management in combination 
with re-routing, multi modal travel advice and traffic 
information 

•  Because of our projects more that 2 million cars 
were ‘eliminated’ from regular peak hour traffic 
in NL since 2010 

•  Recent projects (2015-2016): 
–  A12 two locations (Utrecht area) 
–  Slim uit de Spits (Arnhem-Nijmegen) 

–  Practical Trials Amsterdam and SAIL Amsterdam 2015 

ARS T&TT: Pioneer in Demand  
management 



Demand management = ‘intensity management’  

Capacity 
100% 

0% 

Intensity 0-70% of capacity: traffic flows freely  

Intensity 70-85% of capacity: intermittent congestion 

Intensity > 85% of capacity: heavy congestion 

For a 2 lane highway the capacity is appr. 4000 vehicles per hour  
per direction; intensity for continuous free flow is 2800 or lower;  
acceptable ‘rush hour’ levels are between 3200-3400 cars/hour 



•  Zero base measurement: what is the current situation? 

•  Find enough ‘rush hour drivers’ and enroll in behaviour change programme  

•  Record and reward the behaviour change, as compared to zero base 

•  Sustain the behaviour change as long as possible, independent from reward 

•  Privacy protection and fraud detection are important enablers 

Demand Management: the challenge  



Major Road maintenance for 12 weeks on the A12 near Arnhem, expected heavy 
impact on traffic flow due to temporary capacity reduction  

Target: eliminate 750 cars from each peak period to bring intensity  to acceptable 
levels (single direction) 

Local ‘smart detours’  

not allowed 

Performance contract includes 

 - detection & measurement 

 - marketing 

 - rewarding 

 - privacy protection 

 - fraud prevention 

Case:  Spitsmijden A12 (2015/2016)  



•  Preparation 2-3 months 
–  Zero base measurement (ANPR camera netwrok) 
–  Systems set up (CRM/WEB/APP/Back office) 
–  Planning & strategy 

•  Marketing 2 week ahead of start 
–  Direct e-mail and postal mail 
–  Online/search/social media advertising 

–  Road side advertising 
–  Location based ‘mobile’ advertising 

•  Demand Management campaign: 12 weeks 
–  Avoid rush hour between 07:00h and0 9:30h 

–  Participants were awarded  €3 per success 
–  Continuous enforcement by ARS ANPR network 

Project Lifecycle 

Locatie ANPR-camera A12 

Locatie ANPR-camera OWN 



•  In total 35.862 cars eliminated from rush hour traffic 
–  Appr. reduction of 8% in rush hour traffic  

–  Targets were achieved  

•  Max. 2500 participants 

•  45% of zero base 
rides were eliminated 

Results 



•  ANPR camera networks: 
–  98% detection rate 

–  No action from participants 
required 

•  GPS detection though Smartphone App 
–  99% reliability 

–  Detection rate lower because of human factors 

•  On board Units 
–  Detection rate > 99% 

–  Tamper free installation in car is an extra barrier  

•  Combinations… 

Methodologies for detection & measurement 



Largest mobility programme in the Netherlands from 2010 to date. 
Our offering: 

1.  Improve traffic flow and network utilisation in the region by ‘eliminating’ 5000-7000 commuter vehicle 
movements per work day from the rush hour periods. In other words cause a significant time-shift 
towards the extremities of the rush hours by manipulating demand.  

2.  Implement reward/discount programmes that allows commuters to receive discounts on their regular 
mobility costs as well as to experience the benefits of higher ‘quality  of service’ 

3.  Client ‘pays for performance’, which also means that we determine the price/discount per successful 
time-shift 

Our achievements (April 2015) 

•  21.500 participants in 4 different sub-programs 
•  35.000 measured time-shifts on average per work week 
•  Very effective reward/loyalty system with equates to a reward of average €0,30 to €0,40 per trip for all 

21.000 customers 

DOES IT WORK? SLIM uit de Spits programme  
(region of Arnhem/Nijmegen – about 400.000 regular road users) 
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Does it work? 



•  Practical Trial Amsterdam ‘PPA in-car’ (2015) 

•  Optimise network usage by providing high end 
routing, navigation  and parking services 

•  35.000 Participants 

•  1 million trip (2015) 

•  Compliance to in-car advice 50% without rewards 

•  Works well for special situations such as large 
scale events 

•  Ideal combination with reward programmes 

The Alternative: Network optimisation by 
excellent routing & navigation 



Local information & predictions are key 



•  Behaviour change / communication 

•  Online, social media and retail  
marketing  

•  Data Analytics & intelligence 

•  Traffic engineering 

•  Software engineering 

•  Customer service operations 

•  Financial services and logistics 

•  Project & service management 

The key to success: multi disciplinary teams 
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Tactical reasons 
•  Implemented as a temporary measure, usually for 2-18 months 

•  In places where the road capacity and service will be strongly 
reduced due to e.g. major roadworks or other temporary events 

•  The business case:  

–  Reduce hindrance, economic losses and environmental impact 

–  Avoid costs for temporary capacity and/or detours 

Strategic reasons 
•  Implemented as a multi year programme, e.g. 

–  In places where road capacity is at its maximum utilisation and 
the network is overloaded (urban area’s) 

–  In area’s where new road operator concessions come into play 

•  The business case, as mentioned above, plus:  
–  Maximise revenues in road pricing and tolling formula’s  

–  Long term benefits outweigh the cost significantly 

–  The go to market is much faster than e.g. adding new roads / 
lanes 

–  Highly sustainable 

When to consider?  
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Thank you!    Menno Lijkendijk 

   lijkendijk@ars.nl 
   +31.6.2068.2039 



Cost benefit analysis for Dutch society (2013) by an independent 
consultant concluded: benefits 2 times higher than costs in three year 
period 
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•  ARS T&TT leads this market as a front runner in NL. 
–  These programmes will continue, the Dutch ministry of transport has a new €600M 

mandate until 2020 
–  Tolling and Road pricing will come into play in NL as well 

•  The ‘rest of world’ may be further ahead in tolling/road pricing, but sustainable 
incentives schemes  or pricing variability in time and place have yet to reach fruition. 

–  Some of the new road pricing tenders in EU already started to  include this topic 

–  Especially urban/inter-urban traffic networks become more and more overloaded 

–  We are ready to step up! 

Perspective 
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